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Having studied expertise via AI software and quality via TQM in Japan's Deming 
winners, I wondered what other bases of excellence there were.  I asked 315 
people, half US, half global, in 63 diverse fields, who was best in their field and 
upon what basis did they rise to the top. Their answers, categorized, produced 54 
orthogonal fields, cutting across all traditional ones, including creativity, 
educatedness, effectiveness, management functions, management levels, 
handling error, handling complexity, handling systems effects.  Then those 315 
nominated 150 people in each of the 54 orthogonal fields, who were 
interviewed/questionnaire-d about their orthogonal field.  Books on 12 of these 
orthogonal fields from interview and questionnaire results in PDF form are now 
being sold in the web to anyone with a valid credit card.  

The 12 books, described below, all share certain attributes, that make them unlike 
NYC publisher offerings: 1) they are not yet edited so typos abound; 2) they are 
structurally written so count, names, and orderings of points are evident visually on 
every page; 3) they combine abstract theory and its application to cases; 4) they 
embody a cognitive list limit about 16 times greater than usual for US and 
European elites, so ideas are elaborated in much greater detail than in usual 
publishings; 5) they are formatted on B4 pages at 2000 words per page to reduce 
print costs to students; 6) they do NOT present my personal opinions but the 
opinions of over 8000+ people interviewed by me and my students. I have used all 
12 books for teaching and consults for years so the contents are tested for 
applicability and I have gradually understood the models produced by the research 
a little better than initially when the results often surprised me and my assumptions.

A SCIENCE OF EXCELLENCE: 54 
Orthogonal Fields

Colleges, private and public, seem to 
teach everything but excellence.  This 
book presents a new basis for operating 
across fields, practices, and divisions of 
knowledge in society—54 distinct bases 
for rising to the top of all traditional fields  
Informative video techniques, powers and 
parts of all cultures, managing by events 
instead of by fixed social classes called 
“managers” are included.  
ARE YOU EDUCATED? 48 Capabilities 

of Highly Educated Persons
When these research results came in, I 
was humiliated to discover I never had 
thought of most of the capabilities and 
therefore had mastered myself less than 
one third of them (and I had thought of 
myself all my life till then as “highly 
educated”).   These capabilities explained 
to me and others the hardest to manage 
people at work—people strangely 
effective but counter-productive to have 
around—such people lacked one or more 
of these 48 educatedness capabilities. 

ARE YOU EDUCATED, JAPAN? 5 
Models of Educatedness Capabilities

This book presents the 48 capabilities of 
the book above, plus 4 other models of 
educatedness capabilities for comparison; 
a European philosophers' model of 48, a 
Japanese history model of 64, Bok's 
model of 64, and O'Neil's ideology model 
of 48.   This book is the single most 
comprehensive definition of education 
and educatedness ever published—
summarizing the opinions not of one or a 
few persons but of over 8000 persons.  

ARE YOU CREATIVE? 64 Steps to 
Becoming a Creator and 64 Steps to 

Creating
This book presents the specific 
recommendations about how to become 
creative from 200+ research books and 
150 interviewed creators. You create a 
creative type of life, and it creates a 
creation machine of many little invented 
tool creations, then it operates that 
machine to create.   

ARE YOU CREATIVE? 60 Models of 
Creativity

This is presently the world's single most 
comprehensive book on creativity. If 
creativity is not one  thing but many 
different things, then environments to 
support “it” end up shutting down more 
creativity than they support due to unseen 
unmeasured other models of creating 
operative but unrealized by 
consultants/executives assuming it is one 
thing.   This book presents 60 models of 
creating from 150 creators and 2000 
research books on creating. 
GETTING REAL ABOUT CREATIVITY IN 

BUSINESS the Femininity of 
Productivity and Creativity

Big organizations all share certain well 
known flaws and distortions causing them 
to exaggerate the importance and amount 
of creativity going on in them.  Businesses 
suffer from 5 common cultures—male, 
capitalism, American, technology, and 
monkey hierarchy—they deny so that 
nearly all business improvements and 
innovations make business systems more 
feminine, non-profit, European/Asian, 
personal, and egalitarian.  This book 
presents a model of 45 approaches to 
innovating and 64 dynamics of technology 
clusters like Silicon Valley, and 64 
dimensions of all cultures.   

ARE YOU EFFECTIVE? 100 Methods 
Everyone Should Know

This book presents 32 capabilities shared by 
effective people across professions and fields, 
and 100 specific methods some of the best of 
them use for applying those capabilities.  
Information processing models for each are 
also presented and example cases of 
application.  
MANAGING COMPLEXITY:  33 Methods for 

Handling the Sources and Paradoxes of 
Complexity

This book takes globalization, total quality, web 
software, re-engineering of systems, culture 
management, and 60 other global movements 
in management and shows how they all share 
sources and paradoxes of complexity handled 
well by 33 specific methods presented in this 
book and taken from 150 people found to be 
great at handling complexity in 63 diverse 
professions.  
SUPER SELLING: 13 Principles, 26 Methods, 
33 Cases—What 150 Super Sellers and 150 

Super Sales Tell us about Selling
This book examines not primarily selling in 
business but selling we do to ourselves, to our 
friends and families, and that determines who 
hires us, what we aspire to, and how our lives 
turn out.   33 cases of great such selling are 
examined from 150 people great at selling 
applying a model of super selling methods 
derived from those 150 super salespersons.   
BRAIN POWERS: 275 Distinct Brain Modules 

of 16 Types and How Training Them 
Changes Your Life

Sixteen diverse areas of life and the brain 
modules key to performance in each of them 
are covered by 7 chapters each in this 
book,presenting ways to train each module and 
powerful methods of operation/living that come 
when the modules are well trained.   Each 
chapter presents step by step methods plus 
case examples and exercises.   The areas of 
life covered are:  mind types, thought 
coordination, mind extensions, structured 
inputs, regularized structurings, structured 
outputs, theory powers, reflection powers, 
happiness powers, social automata 
replacements for meetings, evidence powers, 
career powers, culture powers, powers from 
particular theories, design, interviewing 
creators powers.  
KNOWLEDGE EPITOME: 200 New Face-to-

Face Ways to Learn—the Future of 
Universities and Research

Instead of calling application of technologies 
“innovation” this book invents new ways to get 
people to interact inspired by modern machine 
and biologic computation systems but done 
face-to-face without technologies.  Over 200 
such innovations from scattered sources are 
united into one new kind of education system 
here that can either replace existing 
universities or augment them as a new 
dimension to add onto them.   This book also is 
based on the model of 64 capabilities of highly 
educated people presented in other books in 
this series.  
TAKING PLACE:  CREATIVE CITY THEORY 

AND PRACTICE 288 Ways People City-fy the 
Places of Their Lives

Cities who compete to attract the global 
creative class do so by city-fying themselves 
and the places they occupy.  Individual people 
moving to new workplaces or homes also city-fy 
using the same 288 operations.   This book 
evolves beyond patterns and Jane Jacobs' 
insights into diversity in cities to consider how 
all humans make interesting and supporting 
where they work and live—the artificial 
environment enhancements that are the niches 
they invent but that also attract many others.  

All these books employ a set of particular dreams and technologies, that some readers may 
especially appreciate.  THE REPLACEMENT FOR PROSE I believe that the days of prose are 
numbered, because it is an interface to points that hides the number, names, and ordering of 
points and the web is driving us toward interface “pages” making visually evident those things. 
My books are structurally written having exoskeletons not endoskeletons, so readers can see at 
a glance the number, names, and ordering of their main points. Readers do not have to do lots 
of slow decoding work to find points in my books.  FRACTAL CONCEPT MODELS  My books 
are filled with polygonal figures of many ideas in ordered hierarchical patterns, highly 
regularized in certain ways.   These fractal patterns of ideas do two things—they allow me to 
develop many levels of detail beyond normal publishings and they summarize all idea contents 
of my chapters in single models easy to apply.   GROUNDING CASES Traditional publishers 
want books that are only theory or only practice but that makes for books impossible to apply or 
books so applied they have nothing general to apply to other types of case situations.   My 
books ground theory constructs in actual case examples then go on to show how theories thusly 
grounded invent or show how to influence real situations powerfully. DEMYSTIFATORY 
RHETORIC My books are written to impact people and change lives not to merely deliver ideas 
so they attack common cultures and commitments of readers that, in my view or the view of my 
models, hinder growth and creative outcomes.  So my books challenge unconscious, unwitting, 
and culturally imbued assumptions and habits in readers rather than just explaining concepts. 
PERSONAL STORIES My books include lots of episodes from my life.   Research shows that 
readers retain concepts better when encountered in lived experience contexts. RUTHLESS 
NEGATIVES My life has included lots of bad things and I do not pull punches in calling spades 
spades, and jerks jerks in my writing.   Modern publishers to expand sales bland-ify writing to not 
offend others—I, on the contrary, do nothing to avoid offense—I am after truth more than market 
share or money.  PROCEDURES Research shows people are terrible at converting declarative 
factual statements into what to do.  My books turn all key concepts in them into explicit step by 
step procedures that have all been tested and found effective by generations of my students and 
consulting clients. WRITING DENSITY I  write extremely densely with new points in every 
paragraph, usually, and in every sentence, occasionally, so readers get lots for their money.      
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